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Reviewer’s report:

the authors have responded adequately to most comments made.

However, I still have a major issue with how the authors report their primary and secondary outcomes. The authors state that following trial registration they decided to change the term “critical” to “serious”. In itself this is acceptable. Nevertheless, when looking at the primary and secondary outcomes on ClinicalTrials.gov, it is clear that the primary outcome was what the authors now describe as “definitely serious errors”. Under secondary outcomes they include e.g. “All inhaler technique errors”. Therefore, I feel that they authors primarily should report the definitely serious errors, and report on serious errors under the sensitivity analyses. So, I am not asking the authors to “change the primary endpoint”, as they state, but to report the registered primary endpoint as the primary outcome. I feel this is one of the reasons why we have started registering clinical trials, so it is clear to everyone what is the most important outcome, and what is secondary.
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